
CITY OF CARPINTERIA
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARI)
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Agenda ltem # D-4
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
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Project: 13-1669-CDP Planner: Nick Bobroff
Address: 4700 Ninth Street at Franklin Creek
APNs: 003-242-036 &.003-243-032
Zoning: PRD-13 & 4-R-1
Applicant: Charles Ebeling for the City of Carpinteria

Project Review: n Conceptual
EI Preliminary (Continued)
n Final

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This is the continued preliminary review of a request to replace the existing Ninth Street
pedestrian bridge across Franklin Creek with a new prefabricated, free-span pedestrian bridge.
The proposed replacement pedestrian bridge would be located in the approximate same location
and orientation as the existing bridge. In order to accommodate the new replacement bridge, the
existing bridge must be removed in its entirety.

The bridge is proposed to be eight feet wide and would have a 48-inch high railing. The City is
proposing a bridge identical in style and design to the pedestrian bridge installed between the
Mission Terrace residential development and Franklin Creek Park. Pathway lighting is proposed
to be integrated into the bridge railing similar to that used on the Mission Terrace pedestrian
bridge.

As part of the project, new bridge abutments would be constructed outside of the creek channel
at both ends to support the new bridge. New accessible ramps and walkways would be installed
at the bridge ends to connect to adjacent street ends. New landscape areas and fencing is
proposed for the west end of bridge (4600 block of Ninth Street).

An updated preliminary layout plan is attached as Exhibit A. Photos/exhibits of the Mission
Terrace bridge are also included.

PROJECT HISTORY

The proposed bridge project was initially presented to the ARB at their July II,2013 meeting to
gain preliminary comments and feedback for the proposed bridge alignment/location and bridge
design (i.e., deck width, railing height, railing/structure design). The Public Works Department l
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explained that gaining initial feedback on the bridge dimensions and appearance was necessary
before additional work on bridge abutments, approach walkways/ramps, etc. could begin.

Initially, the new replacement bridge was proposed to be located downstream of the existing
bridge and set perpendicular to the creek channel rather than set an angle to the creek channel
like the existing bridge. It was explained the purpose of this was two-fold: a.) It would allow
the existing bridge to remain in place and be used by the public (after completing necessary
interim repairs) until the new bridge is operational, and b.) Would allow for a shorter, and thus
less expensive bridge to be designed.

Several possible bridge railing designs and bridge deck widths were presented to the Board as
options, however Public Works noted their preference was to build an eight-foot wide bridge that
matched the construction design/detailing of the pedestrian bridge at the Mission Terrace
development.

Two adjacent neighbors from the Arbor Trailer Park development spoke at the hearing and
requested that lighting be made part of the project design for safety pu{poses. The Board was in
agreement with the applicant's proposal to match the bridge style and architectural detailing of
the Mission Terrace pedestrian bridge. The Board was also supportive of an eight-foot clear
deck width given the high use of the bridge and the desire to better scale the bridge width to the
48-inch high railings.

Ultimately, the Board recoÍrmended preliminary approval of the bridge structure with the
following comments:

o Eight-foot clear deck width;
o Match the design and appearance of the Mission Terrace bridge;
o Use core-ten or similar self-weathering steel for the bridge superstructure;
. Utilize naffow bridge decking (-2x6s);
o Install lights on bridge railing (like Mission Terrace bridge);
o Utilize natural concrete to match the adjacent concrete on bridge abutments/ramps; and
. Utilize vinyl clad chain link fencing on bridge approaches.

A copy of the Minutes from the July 1I,2013 meeting is attached as Exhibit B.

PROJECT ANALYSIS

The Public Works Department has asked to retum to the ARB for further preliminary
review of the bridge layout and orientation prior to placing an order with the bridge
manufacturer. Updated plans that provide additional details concerning the bridge
layout, walkways, approach ramps and associated features are included with this report.

Upon further investigation of the site and existing constraints, Public Works has
determined that it would be infeasible to locate the bridge and its abutments/ramps in the
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previously proposed locations due to interference with various existing utilities. Thus,
Public Works is now proposing to locate the new replacement bridge in approximately
the same location and alignment as the existing pedestrian bridge. This change would
require the removal and demolition of the existing bridge and abutments prior to the
construction and placement of new bridge. It is expected that there would be a period of
several months between the closure and removal of the existing bridge and the
placement/opening of the new bridge. The change of alignment/location would also
result in a longer bridge length than what was previously proposed, however Public
Works believes it is not a significant enough change in length to affect the overall bridge
structure sizing/depth.

The walkway and approach ramps for the new bridge have also been developed and laid
out on the updated plans. Both walkways/ramps would be eight feet wide to match the
bridge deck width. On the east side of Franklin Creek, the approach walkway along the
Flood Control service road would be hnished in asphalt concrete. Both ramps, at either
bridge end, would be constructed of concrete with a natural finish. The ramps would
reach a maximum slope of 8.00% and8.02Yo, respectively, which complies with
accessibility requirements for distances under 30 feet in length. The bridge would sit
lower over the creek than the existing bridge, thus, the new approach ramps would not
require railings or fencing.

On the west side of Franklin Creek, new vinyl clad chain link fencing would be installed
along the street end. New landscape planting areas are also proposed along the street end
around the approach ramp and along the edge of the creek channel/fencing. No new
landscaping is proposed at this time for the east side approach to the bridge due to the
walkway also serving as part of the Flood Control District's service road (and thus
needing to remain clear for equipmenVvehicle access).

Other than the integral bridge railing lights, no other new lighting is proposed at this
time. Public'Works has indicated that should additional lighting be requested, it would
be considered as its own separate project at a later time.

In reviewing the updated project, the Board should review the applicable General Plan
Community Design Element objectives and policies listed below, and ensure that the
revised design continues to be consistent with these objectives and policies:

Objective CD-S: The streets of neighborhood interiors should be designed to be the "living
rooms" of the neighborhood, where children and adults can safely play or walk. The design and
details of streets, frontages and buildings should support this objective.

Objective CD-8: To encourage andfacilitate pedestrian and bicycle pathways.

Policy CD-84: All streets should be designed with safe and pleasant pedestrian ways at their
edge. Pedestrian ways shall be spatially separatedfrom vehicular trffic by elements such as
trees, other plantings, streetlights and/or parked cars.
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Policy CD-8b: To provide convenient pedestrian routes, the existing network of automobile
lanes, trails and pedestrian ways in the Downtown District and adjacent neighborhoods should
be preserved, reinforced and extended into other neighborhoods. This pedestrian network
should be in addition to, not in lieu of, pedestrian woys on the streets.

The proposed pedestrian bridge would replace an existing pedestrian bridge which provides an
important pedestrian linkage between the City's downtown and outlying neighborhoods. The
bridge would also be bicycle compatible, although not designated an offrcial bicycle pathway.

The new pedestrian bridge would be designed and constructed to match the appearance of the
Mission Terrace pedestrian bridge which crosses Franklin Creek upstream of the project area.
The new Ninth Street bridge would provide an eight-foot wide clear deck width and would have
48-inch high railings. New walkways/ramps from the street ends would be eight feet wide and
would be configured to integrate with the new bridge. New fencing/landscaping is proposed
around the approach ramp on the west side of the bridge where the City has sufficient available
City right-of-way available to accommodate these improvements.

Objective CD-11: Existing public spaces should be maintained and new public spaces should
be incorporated into neighborhoods and districts as an important aspect of their design.

Policy CD-llb: Public spaces should be located and designed to encourage their use during
the day and in the evening. The time and type of use þr each space should be planned to be
compatible with adjacent land uses and with any existing flora and fauna that area to be
preserved.

Policy CD-LLc: All public spaces andfacilities should reflect quality design.

The new pedestrian bridge would be an upgrade of the existing bridge which is beyond its useful
lifespan and no longer meets basic safety requirements. The replacement of the bridge provides
an opportunity to improve the aesthetics and usability of the bridge by increasing the bridge
width and updating the bridge structure. The Board previously voiced their support for matching
the new bridge's appearance/detailing to that of the Mission Terrace pedestrian bridge.

The revised plans show a new bridge location and layout but the general bridge design has not
changed from what was previously reviewed. The updated plans also show the new walkway
and ramp layout for the replacement bridge along with new landscape areas and fencing. As
noted elsewhere in this report, the ramps would be constructed of natural concrete to match
surrounding existing curbs, channel walls, sidewalks, etc. New fencing along the east side of the
creek channel would be vinyl clad chain link and partially screened with new landscape planter
areas.

The new walkway leading to the bridge on the east side of the creek is proposed to be
constructed of asphalt concrete. The Board and applicant may wish to consider whether
alternative, permeable materials such as decomposed granite could be substituted for the asphalt
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concrete while still meeting SBC Flood Control District's access requirements through their
service road.

SUB AREA 2 OBJECTIVES & POLICIES

Objective CDS2-1: Preserve and strengthen the visual and physical connections between the
downtown, beach, the salt marsh, mountains qnd the other neighborhoods and districts in the
City.

Policy CDS2-a: Ensure that new intensified land uses within the Downtown remain consistent
with the City's "small beach town" image.

Policy CDS2-b: To enhance the pedestrian character of the downtown's streets, plaza, paseos,
parks and lanes.

Implementation Policy l9z Pedestrian pathways within and through the blocks are
encouraged, to provide alternative and shorter routes for walking. These pathways should
generally be designed as courts or paseos, not simply "slots" between buildings or sideyard
fences. The passage from Linden Avenue to the alley behind the Coffee Grinder, and the
pedestrian bridge over the creek, are good pathway examples.

As noted above, pedestrian linkages between neighborhoods and districts such as the existing
bridge provide important physical connections for pedestrians between neighborhoods. The
Board should thus ensure that the new pedestrian bridge and approach ramps/walkways are
appropriate in style and character for the surrounding residential neighborhoods.

SUMMARY OF ISSUES

o Revised bridge layout and location;
o Walkway and ramp design elements (materials, layout, dimensions, etc.); and
o Landscaping and fencing.

RECOMMENDATION

The Board should provide comments on the issues raised above. If the Board feels the project
meets acceptable design criteria, the Board should recommend revised preliminary approval of
the bridge, ramp and walkway design and locatiorVorientation.

ATTACHMENTS

Exhibit A- Updated bridge layout plan and exhibit photos
Exhibit B- July 11,2013 ARB Minutes
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Boardmember Ellinwood su a variety of designs that could be used for the driveway to achieve the

requirements of the Publj orks Department for dS|óways within the right of way;rnd coordination of colors

and materials with t tes design plans.

ACTION: ion by Boardmember@(tnwood, seconded by Board ber Araluce to recommend lmlnarv

lfinal val to the Communi lopment Director with t lowing recommendations:

Remove landscapi

o Introduce an tive paving design for t gment of the driveway fobe!>{ated in the right of way,
granite or gravel to allow eability and achieve a

y elements. All colors

o Provide low landscaping a the frontage of the fence to up or screen the fence frogxfhe right of
ing to be installed in the rigþ{of way shall be

approved by the Public Works Department.

VOTE: 3-0
PROJECT REVIEW

3) Applicant: City of Carpinteria Department of Public Works
Project Number: I 3-1669-CDP
Project Location: 4700 block of Ninth Street where it intersects Franklin Creek

Hearing on the request of Charles Ebeling, Public Works Director for the City of Carpinteria to consider

Case No. I3-1669-CDP for preliminary review of a request to replace the existing Ninth Street pedestrian

bridge with a new free-span, pre-fabricated pedestrian bridge and new walkways to connect the bridge to

the existing street ends. The project location is at the 4700 block of Ninth Street where it intersects

Franklin Creek, shown as APN 003-242-036.

Steve Orosz, project representative for the Public W'orks Department clarified that the bridge railing height may

have to be increased to 48 inches rather than42 inches as originally described in the staff report. He also

explained that an eight-foot wide clear deck width is Public Works' preferred design option, but that six feet wide

and 10 feet wide are also available options. At eight feet wide, the bridge would meet the minimum necessary

requirements to allow for bicyclists to ride across it.

public Comment Kathryn Decker and Carlena from 4677 Carpinteria Avenue both asked that lighting be added

on the bridge and along the walkways/street ends as the current situation is unsafe.

B oar dmemb er D i s cus s ion
The Board was in agreement that matching the style, look and materials of the pedestrian bridge installed as part

of the Mission Terrace project was their preferred design. However, the Board did feel that it would be

benehcial to go with an eight-foot deck width rather than six feet, both to be in better proportion to the higher

(48-inch) railing height and in recognition of the high amount of use the Ninth Street bridge sees.

The Board also requested narrower decking (-2x6) and that lights be integrated into the bridge railing similar to

what was done for the Mission Terrace bridge. The Board recommended the concrete used around the abutments

and ramps match the surrounding concrete and that vinyl clad chain link fencing be used at the bridge ends for

Planner: Nick Bobroff

ials shall be approved by

li the approach ramps.
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ACTION: Motion by Boardmember Araluce, seconded by Boardmember Gahan to recommend preliminary

approval of the bridge design/placement with the following comments:

o Eight-foot clear deck width;
o Match the design and appearance of the Mission Terrace bridge;

. Use core ten or similar self-weathering steel for the bridge superstructure;

o Utilize naffow bridge decking (-2x6);
o Install lights on bridge railing;
. IJttlize natural concrete to match adjacent concrete on bridge abutments/ramps; and

o lJtllize vinyl clad chain link fencing on bridge approaches.

VOTE: 3-0

i orHnn BUSINESS: None

o Action Minutes Architectural Review Board meetin d June 13,2013.

by Boardmember Ellinwood, Boardmember Araluce to approve the minutes ofACTION:
June 13,201 presented.

TTERS REFERRED BY THE PL NING COMMISSION/CITY COU
Staff briefed the Board on the co is provided to the Via RealMATTERS PRESENTED BY ST

Hotel conce

ADJOURNMENT

Chair Johnson adj ourned meeting at 6:25 p.m. to the next regul scheduled meeting to be held at

5:30 pm on Thursday, ust 15,2013 in City CouncilChambeS'{. All Boardmembers present thought

they would be in

Secretary, itectural Review Board

ATTEST:

Chair, Architectural Review Boa
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